Morphology engineering of self-assembled nanostructured CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes for lithium–ion batteries
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Abstract

The electrochemical kinetics and output capacity of active electrode materials are significantly influenced by its surface structure. Here, we report the template–free morphological evolution of CuCo₂O₄, achieved by controlling the nucleation and growth rate during the hydrothermal process, and evaluate its anode performance. The charge transfer resistance and specific surface area of the fabricated CuCo₂O₄ anode films were influenced by the viscosity of the solvent used. The optimized mesoporous nanosheet anode exhibited a high specific discharge capacity (1547 mAh g⁻¹) at 0.1 A g⁻¹ and an excellent restoring capability (~ 91%); it retained 88% of the initial capacity with a coulombic efficiency of ~ 99% even after 250 discharge–charge cycles. The superior lithium ion energy storage performance of this anode was due to its electrochemically favorable porous two–dimensional morphology with large Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) specific surface area and pore volume, resulting in enhanced Li⁺ storage and intercalation property.

Introduction

At the present time, electrochemical energy conversion and storage is a prime area of research because of the significant possible implication for the large–scale utilization with remarkably fast recharging capacity, high energy and power density, and excellent long cycle life with good endurance property.¹⁻³ Lithium–ion batteries (LIBs) have been widely used in energy–storage devices for energy management, communication equipment, hybrid electric vehicles, portable electronics, and so on.⁴⁻⁶ The theoretical capacity of graphite–based carbonaceous materials is 372 mAh g⁻¹ in commercial and economically convenient LIBs having good electrochemical conductivity and excellent discharge–charge stability.⁷⁻⁹
However, the increasing power demand of current advanced technologies requires new LIB anode materials with low cost and excellent electrochemical performance, such as NiCo$_2$O$_4$, CoFe$_2$O$_4$, ZnCo$_2$O$_4$, and CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (CCO);[10–24] Table S1 (Supporting Information) compares the electrochemical performances of these active anode materials that were tested in LIBs with the present work.

The direct growth of self–supported ternary transition metal oxides on current–collecting substrates has been recently explored to overcome the drawbacks of mixing active electrode materials with binders and conductive additives, enhance the endurance and speed up the discharge–charge processes; in particular, CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (Figure 1) has exhibited good Li$^+$ storage properties since both anions contribute to the faradaic redox mechanism for electrochemical energy storage.[25–32] However, CuCo$_2$O$_4$–based anodes suffer from large volume change upon cycling, causing drastic capacity fading that results in a short discharge–charge cycle life. Moreover, their poor rate performance due to the inherent slow conversion kinetics must be improved to attain a superior restoration capability. The Li$^+$ storage properties of anode materials can be enhanced by improving the ionic and electronic conductivity as well as increasing the electrochemically active sites.[33] The latter can be achieved via the morphology engineering of the anode material because specific individual morphologies hold their own specific surface areas, which influence their Li$^+$ storage properties. In general, complex template–assisted techniques are involved in modifying the anode size and shape, but the resulting physical properties are still unstable, weakening the endurance performance.[27,30] Therefore, a strategy for the fabrication of novel anode materials having specific surface areas maximized via morphology engineering, without losing other material properties, should be developed. In addition, three–dimensional (3D) network structures of active materials can
allow a large surface area for reactions and open channels for an efficient ion–electron transport, which are both important properties for their use in LIBs.\textsuperscript{[25]}

In the present study, we demonstrate the binder–free, shape–controlled, and single–step synthesis of CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} on a Ni foam current collector via a mild hydrothermal method using different solvents. This work provides a novel outlook and understanding of the delivered specific capacity of CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}–based anodes. The surface structure of the anode material notably influenced their output capacity and electrochemical kinetics. An optimized nanosheet CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} anode exhibited remarkable Li\textsuperscript{+} storage properties (first specific discharge capacity of 1547 mAh g\textsuperscript{─1} at a current density of 100 mAh g\textsuperscript{─1}), good restoration capability (~ 91%), and excellent cycling stability (~ 88% retention after 250 cycles) with a coulombic efficiency of 99%, revealing its outstanding potentiality for high–performance LIBs. Our experimental findings and analysis demonstrated the direct hydrothermal synthesis of binder–free CCO anode materials to maximize the LIB performance via the control of the self-assembling growth using various solvent media with different viscosity.

**Results and Discussion**

The crystal phase formation of the CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} were analysed by X–ray diffractometry (XRD) measurements, as shown in Figure 2a. The diffraction peaks observed at 19.18°, 31.33°, 36.88°, 38.62°, 44.85°, 55.71°, 59.37°, and 65.63° correspond to the diffraction from the (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511) and (440) planes, respectively. These diffraction peaks revealed the polycrystalline nature of the CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} and could be assigned to its cubic structure (JCPDS card no. 01–1155). The almost identical XRD spectra among the various products suggested that the different solvents used for the synthesis did not affect the crystallinity and crystal phase of CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}, however they may modify their surface morphology. The absence
of other noticeable planes confirmed the phase purity of CuCo$_2$O$_4$. This was further supported by the Raman spectra. Figure 2b shows the Raman spectra of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$, which revealed a wide peak that was deconvoluted into three peaks centered at 648, 543, and 470 cm$^{-1}$ and corresponding, respectively, to the $A_{1g}$, $F_{2g}$, and $E_g$ vibrational modes of CuCo$_2$O$_4$.\[34\]

Moreover, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed to determine the chemical composition of the samples (Figure S1, Supplementary Information). The histogram extracted from EDS spectra (Figure 2c) revealed that the constituting elements (i.e., Cu, Co, and O) were stoichiometrically present in the various films with almost identical composition ratios, regardless of the solvent used.

The full–range X–ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey results for the various CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films (Figure 3a) further confirmed the presence of Co, Cu, and O. The observed XPS peaks were modelled via Gaussian curve fitting. The Co 2p spectra (Figure 3b) showed two main emission peaks at 779.65 and 794.85 eV corresponding to Co 2p$_{3/2}$ and Co 2p$_{1/2}$, respectively, and with a spin–energy separation of 15.0 eV that indicate the presence of cobalt in the Co$^{3+}$ oxidation state.\[35\] The Cu 2p spectra (Figure 3c) were well fitted into a spin–orbit doublet centred at 933.70 eV and a satellite peak at 942.05 eV was also observed, revealing the Cu$^{2+}$ oxidation state. The O 1s spectra (Figure 3d) were deconvoluted into three peaks designated as O$_1$, O$_2$, and O$_3$, corresponding, respectively, to the metal–oxygen bonds, non–stoichiometric oxygen coordination, and multiplicity of chemi–sorbed and physi–sorbed water at or near the surface.\[35,36\] The observed oxidation states of Co$^{3+}$, Cu$^{2+}$ and O$^{2–}$ confirmed the formation of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$.

Figure 4 shows the field–emission scanning electron microscopy (FE–SEM) images of the various CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films. Each sample exhibited a unique morphology according to the solvent used; the organic solvents had different polarity and viscosity, affecting the reaction speed that
plays a crucial role in determining the surface morphology. The CuCo$_2$O$_4$ film synthesized using deionized water (DIW) as a solvent (CCO$_{\text{DIW}}$) showed a porous nanosheet morphology with a thickness below 30 nm (Figure 4a). The film obtained with ethanol (E) as solvent (CCO$_{\text{E}}$) exhibited a cubic–like structures with an average size of ~350 nm (Figure 4b); each cubic structure consisted of many smaller grains. In the case of ethylene glycol (EG) as a solvent (CCO$_{\text{EG}}$), a compact granular morphology was observed (Figure 4c). The one synthesised with glycerol (G; CCO$_{\text{G}}$) showed numerous agglomerated spherical particles having different diameters (Figure 4d). These morphological differences were attributed to divergent growth mechanisms during the hydrothermal process associated with the different solvents, whose viscosity determined the growth rate of the active materials, changing the way of nucleation and, hence, resulting in different morphologies.

The microscopic structural properties of the CCO$_{\text{DIW}}$ film were investigated using various techniques, including (Figure 5) bright–field transmission electron microscopy (BFTEM), high–resolution TEM (HRTEM), selected–area electron diffraction (SAED), EDS scanning TEM (EDS–STEM) line mapping, and elemental mapping. The BFTEM image of a nanosheet from the CCO$_{\text{DIW}}$ sample is shown in Figure 5a; contained many nanopores (white space) on the surface were also observed by SEM (Figure 4a). The HRTEM image (Figure 5b) showed randomly oriented lattice fringes, confirming the polycrystalline nature of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ film; the indexed interplanar distance (inset) corresponds to the d–spacing of the cubic CuCo$_2$O$_4$ {311} lattice plane. Moreover, the discontinuous SAED ring patterns (Figure 5c) embedded within large spots were indexed to {400}, {111}, and {220} reflections, further confirming the cubic crystal configuration and polycrystalline nature of the CCO$_{\text{DIW}}$ film.$^{37,38}$ At the atomic scale, the elemental distribution of Cu, Co, and O across the nanosheet was obtained via EDS–
STEM line mapping (Figure 5d), which showed the homogeneous existence of these elements. The EDS–STEM chemical mapping images (Figures 5e–h) of the CCO_{DIW} sample, further assessed their uniform distribution throughout the nanosheet.

The effective surface areas and pore size distributions of the various CuCo_2O_4 films, which are crucial in determining the Li^{+} storage capacity and transport, could be evaluated using, respectively, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method and the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method based on N_2 liquid state adsorption–desorption isotherms recorded at 77 K (Figures 6a,b). CCO_{DIW} exhibited the largest BET specific surface area (a_{s–BET}, of 90.65 m^2 g^{-1}) compared to CCO_{E} (60.39 m^2 g^{-1}), CCO_{EG} (37.65 m^2 g^{-1}), and CCO_{G} (34.21 m^2 g^{-1}); this larger value might be ascribed to the unique two-dimensional (2D) nanosheet morphology with a porous architecture on the CCO_{DIW} surface and may result in more channels and locations, which is favorable for the rapid intercalation/de–intercalation of Li^{+} ions during the charging and discharging processes. Figure 6c shows the corresponding BJH plots calculated from the measured N_2 isotherm curves for the CuCo_2O_4 samples, revealing that the pore size distribution ranged between the mesopore and micropore regions; CCO_{DIW} exhibited average BJH pore diameter and volume of 15.53 nm and 0.33 cm^3 g^{-1}, respectively, which are larger values compared to CCO_{E} (13.60 nm and 0.23 cm^3 g^{-1}), CCO_{EG} (10.90 nm and 0.15 cm^3 g^{-1}), and CCO_{G} (9.24 nm and 0.10 cm^3 g^{-1}). This large pore volume could ease the Li^{+} diffusion and extraction into and out of the active material with a small resistance and even buffer its volume expansion during charging and discharging processes. Thus, since the CCO_{DIW} sample exhibited higher a_{s–BET}, larger pore diameter and pore volume, a better electrochemical anode performance was expected when using it in LIBs.

The electrochemical performance of the various CuCo_2O_4 films as LIB anodes was
systematically studied via cyclic voltammetry (CV), discharge–charge, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Figure 7 shows the initial five CV curves between 0.005 and 3.0 V vs Li/Li⁺ for the various CuCo₂O₄ anodes, at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s⁻¹, while the scan rate–dependent CV curves are presented in Figure S2 (Supplementary Information). The possible electrochemical reactions can be summarized as follows:\[^{26,29,36}\]

\[
\text{CuCo}_2\text{O}_4 + 8 \text{Li}^+ + 8e^- \rightarrow \text{Cu} + 2 \text{Co} + 4 \text{Li}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Cu} + \text{Li}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{CuO} + 2 \text{Li}^+ + 2 e^- \quad (2)
\]

\[
2 \text{Co} + 2 \text{Li}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow 2 \text{CoO} + 4 \text{Li}^+ + 4 e^- \quad (3)
\]

\[
2 \text{CoO} + 2/3 \text{Li}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow 2/3 \text{Co}_3\text{O}_4 + 4/3 \text{Li}^+ + 4/3 e^- \quad (4)
\]

In the first cathodic sweep, three reduction peaks were observed. The well–defined and intense reduction peak at ~ 0.58 V vs Li/Li⁺ could be assigned to a solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer formation, caused by electrolyte decomposition during the first discharge.\[^{28,29}\] The less intense peak at ~ 0.84 V was attributed to the reduction of Cu²⁺ and Co²⁺ to metallic Cu and Co (with similar reduction potentials), respectively, in an amorphous Li₂O matrix.\[^{39,40}\] The weak peak at ~ 1.2 V vs Li/Li⁺ was due to the reduction of Co³⁺ to Co²⁺. In the subsequent CV cycles, the abovementioned cathodic peak at ~ 0.58 V vs Li/Li⁺ disappeared because of the irreversible faradaic electrochemical reaction associated with the SEI layer formation on the electrode surface during the first discharge cycle, while the other other two peaks shifted toward higher potential values (one from ~ 0.84 to ~ 1.0 V and the other from ~ 1.2 V to ~ 1.29 V).\[^{29–31}\] In the corresponding anodic sweep, two broad oxidation peaks (down arrows) were observed at ~ 1.45 and ~ 2.20 V and could be assigned to the oxidation of metallic Cu and Co to, respectively, CuO and CoO → Co₃O₄.\[^{41–45}\] No obvious change was observed in the position and intensity of the peaks from the second cycle, indicating good electrochemical reversibility.
during the successive cycles.

Figure 8 shows the initial five discharge–charge GCD curves for the various CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes at 0.1 A g$^{-1}$; the voltage plateaus (around 1.20 and 0.84 V during the discharge and around ~ 1.45 and ~ 2.20 V during the charge) were associated with the reduction–oxidation peaks observed in the CV curves and consistent with their results. The CCO$_{DIW}$ anode clearly exhibited the largest discharge capacity compared with the other CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes. The first specific discharge capacities for the CCO$_{DIW}$, CCO$_E$, CCO$_{EG}$, and CCO$_G$ anodes were 1547, 1176, 905, and 718 mAh g$^{-1}$, respectively and these values were reduced to 1172, 883, 600, and 425 mAh g$^{-1}$ in the following cycles. This decreasing trend was associated with the SEI layer formation and the values remained almost unchanged in the next succeeding cycles, revealing excellent cycle stability and electrochemical robustness.

Figure 9a shows the rate capability of the various CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes at different current densities (0.1–5 A g$^{-1}$). As the current density increases the specific charge/discharge capacity decreases nonlinearly because of non–linear behaviour of the Li$^+$ diffusion at the electrode–electrolyte interface. At 0.1 A g$^{-1}$, CCO$_{DIW}$ (with a nanosheet morphology) reached the highest specific charge and discharge capacities (respectively, 1820 mAh g$^{-1}$ and 1547 mAh g$^{-1}$) compared with the other anodes; at a very high current density (5 A g$^{-1}$), it still exhibited superior specific charge and discharge capacities (respectively, 720 and 789 mAh g$^{-1}$). When the current density returns to 0.1 A g$^{-1}$, the restoration capability of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes were 91 % for CCO$_{DIW}$, 79 % for CCO$_E$, 88 % for CCO$_{EG}$, and 83% for CCO$_G$.

The charge–discharge stability of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes was tested and compared at a high current rate (1 A g$^{-1}$, Figure 9b). Their specific capacity decreased slowly (e.g., for the CCO$_{DIW}$ anode, from 954 to 749 mAh g$^{-1}$ after 130 cycles) due to capacity fading but, then, it recovered
(from 749 to 837 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 250 cycles), presumably because of the electrochemical activation of the active materials after the reversible growth of a polymeric gel–like film;\(^{[46–49]}\) this trend was observed for all the anodes. The CCO\(_{\text{DIW}}\), CCO\(_{\text{E}}\), CCO\(_{\text{EG}}\), and CCO\(_{\text{G}}\) anodes attained capacity retentions of about 88, 71, 63 and 60\% and coulombic efficiencies of about 99, 94, 91 and 90\%, respectively, after 250 discharge–charge cycles. These decrease in specific capacity was due to a slightly improved charge–transfer resistance. Moreover, the CCO\(_{\text{DIW}}\) anode exhibited good sustainability when tested at both low and high current rates (0.2, 1.0 and 5.0 A g\(^{-1}\)) over 250 discharge–charge cycles (Figure 9c); its superior capacity endurance compared with the others CCO anodes, was probably related to the synergetic effect of porous architecture and structural integrity of its 2D nanosheets grown on its current collector.

The excellent battery performance of the synthesized CCO anodes was clarified by understanding their electrochemical reaction kinetics via the scan rate–dependent CV measurements; the integrated area under the CV curves was a measure of the stored charge amount that arising from surface or interface capacitive–controlled process and the semi–infinite linear diffusion process. The reaction kinetics–based diffusive and capacitive current response at different scan rates was characterised via a quantitative CV analysis. The current response \((i)\) obeys the following power–law:\(^{[50,51]}\)

\[
    i = a \cdot v^b,
\]

where \(a\) is an adjustable fitting parameter, \(b\) is the slope of the log \((i)\) vs. log \((v)\) plot, while \(i\) and \(v\) (scan rate) values were extracted from the experimental data and are presented in Figure S2 (Supplementary Information). Figure 10a shows the \(b\)–value (extracted from Figure S3, Supplementary Information), which ranged between 0.5 (diffusion–controlled) and 1.0 (surface capacitive–controlled).\(^{[52]}\) At 0.5 V in the cathodic region, a value of 1.0 revealed that the
interface capacitive–controlled process was dominant. When the cathodic potential increased to 1.0 V, the $b$–value dropped to 0.5, suggesting that the current response was dominated only by the Li$^+$ diffusion process. As the potential increased further to 2.0 V, the $b$–value increased up to ~ 0.71, demonstrating that the current response was driven by both the surface capacitance and the Li$^+$ intercalation mechanism. Afterwards, decreased again, forming a peak at 2.0 V and revealing a sensitive change in the charge storage mechanism of the active materials with the potential.

To quantitatively separate the response current into surface–capacitive ($k_1 \times v$) and intercalation ($k_2 \times v^{1/2}$) contributions at a fixed potential, the following equation can be used:\cite{53,54}

$$i(v)/v^{1/2} = k_1 \times v^{1/2} + k_2,$$

where $k_1$ and $k_2$ are fitting parameters and their values are presented in Figure S4 (Supplementary Information). Figure 10b shows the relative capacitive and intercalation contributions for the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes at different scan rates; this electrochemical kinetic analysis revealed that the Li$^+$ intercalation contribution was non–linearly suppressed by increasing the scan rate. Figures 10c,d show the surface–capacitive (shaded region) and intercalation (unshaded space) contributions under the CV curves at 0.1 and 5 mV s$^{-1}$, respectively, for the CCO$_{DIW}$ anode; similar CV analysis plots for the CCO$_E$, CCO$_{EG}$, and CCO$_G$ anodes are presented in Figure S5 (Supplementary Information). The CCO$_{DIW}$ anode clearly exhibited better Li$^+$ storage property, as evidenced from the strong current response in the CV curves (Figure 7), and higher discharge capacity (Figure 8) compared with the other CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes. These CV and battery performance results could be further understood via the systematic analysis of Eq. (6) (Figure 10b); the enhanced Li$^+$ storage capacity of the
CCO\textsubscript{DIW} anode was mainly due to its surface morphology, favorable for the Li\textsuperscript{+} transport and storage at the electrode–electrolyte interface.

The kinetics of the electron transfer reactions for the CCO anodes were investigated via EIS measurements. Figure 11a shows the Nyquist plots of all of them. This plot type consists of a straight line and a semicircle in the low– and high–frequency regions, respectively; the former (Warburg impedance: W\textsubscript{0}) is associated with the faradaic redox and the latter with the charge transfer resistance (R\textsubscript{ct}).\textsuperscript{[55,56]} The intersection of the semicircle at the x-axis represents the internal resistance of the anodes (R\textsubscript{S}). The mesoporous CCO\textsubscript{DIW} nanosheet anode exhibited the smallest semicircle, corresponding to the smallest R\textsubscript{ct}. The Nyquist plots before and after the discharge/charge stability tests and the extracted parameter values are presented, respectively, in Figure S6 and Table S2 (Supplementary Information). As anticipated, the CCO\textsubscript{DIW} anode exhibited much lower R\textsubscript{ct} (3.26 \(\Omega\)) and R\textsubscript{SEI} (resistance due to SEI layer formation: 2.31 \(\Omega\)) values compared to the CCO\textsubscript{E} (7.33 and 3.59 \(\Omega\)), CCO\textsubscript{EG} (24.23 and 11.92 \(\Omega\)), and CCO\textsubscript{G} (42.11 and 13.83 \(\Omega\)) ones. Thus, its superior performance was associated with the inherent excellent ionic and electronic conductivities at the electrode–electrolyte and electrode–current collector interfaces.

Charge transfer resistance and morphology–dependent a\textsubscript{s-BET} are key factors determining the specific capacity, and hence, possible relationships between them can be naturally expected. Figure 11c shows a\textsubscript{s-BET}, R\textsubscript{ct} and the specific capacity as functions of the solvent viscosity. As the solvent viscosity increased, noticeable and consistent trends were observed; as expected, a\textsubscript{s-BET} increased, while R\textsubscript{ct} exhibited the opposing behaviour. Since the growth rate was considerably influenced by the solvent viscosity, the associated morphology change generated different environments for the charge storage reactions.
Conclusions

We fabricated binder–free CuCo$_2$O$_4$–based anodes on Ni foam current collectors via a mild single–step hydrothermal growth technique. The surface morphology of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ active material was tuned from nanosheet to cubic, granular, and agglomerated spheres by simply changing the solvents used, i.e., de–ionised water, ethanol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol. All the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films exhibited very similar chemical composition, structural phase, and crystallinity, but different surface morphology. The mesoporous CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anode, which had a nanosheet morphology, reached a maximum specific capacity of 1547 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 A g$^{-1}$, with superior restoration performance. The LIB performance of all these CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes was strongly dependent on the surface morphology since this influenced their charge transfer kinetics and Li$^+$ storage capability.

Experimental Section

Preparation of the Anode Films: The analytical grade purity chemicals, purchased from Sigma Aldrich, were used as received. The CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films were directly grown on Ni foam substrates via a one–pot mild hydrothermal route (Figure 12). In a typical synthesis, CoCl$_2$·6H$_2$O (6 mmol) and CuCl$_2$·2H$_2$O (3 mmol) were dissolved in DIW (40 ml) followed by the addition of CH$_3$N$_2$O (urea, 18 mmol) under vigorous stirring at room temperature until the mixture solution turned into transparent–pink color. After 30 min, both the pre–cleaned Ni foam substrate (Figure 12a) and the mixture solution were transferred into a 100 ml Teflon–lined stainless–steel autoclave, kept in a muffle furnace, and heated at 120 °C for 6 h (Figure 12b). After natural cooling to room temperature, the film samples (green color in Figure 12b) were washed with E and DIW, dried at room temperature overnight and, then, calcined at 300 °C for 2 h in air ambient with a ramping rate of 1 °C min$^{-1}$ in a tubular furnace. All the growth parameters except for the
solvent used, were kept constant for each CCO sample.

**Material Characterisation:** The crystallinity and phase confirmation of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films were examined with an X–ray diffractometer using CuK$_\alpha$ radiation ($\lambda = 1.54056$ Å; Rigaku Smartlab) with a scanning rate of 2° min$^{-1}$ in the 20°–80° 2θ range, at 40 kV and 30 mA. Their Raman spectra were obtained using a spectrometer (LabRam Arnis; Horiba Jobin Yvon) and an Ar–ion laser beam ($\lambda = 514.5$ nm). The morphological structure and elemental composition of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films were characterised via FE–SEM and EDS; the EDS spectra were obtained at a 5000x magnification with a JSM–6701F microscope (Japan) operating at 15 kV. The binding energy of the constituents elements was determined through XPS measurements on a PHI 5000 VersaProbe spectrometer (ULVAC PHI, Japan); their oxidation states were calibrated by the C 1s position (284.8 eV) of the carbon contaminant inside the vacuum chamber of the XPS instrument. The SAED patterns, TEM (JEOL–3000F; Oxford Instrument) images, and HR–TEM images along with the elemental mapping were obtained at 300 kV.

**Electrochemical LIB Measurements:** The electrochemical properties of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anode films were investigated using coin–type cells (CR2032) on a battery cycler (Bio–Logic Scientific Instruments, France); the test cells were fabricated in an argon–filled glove box (Kyon, Korea). A CuCo$_2$O$_4$ electrode film (15 mm disc) and a lithium metal foil were used as the working and counter electrodes, respectively, separated by a separator (Celgard 2400). An electrolyte of 1 M LiPF$_6$ solution was used, which is a mixed solvent (50:50, v/v) of ethyl carbonate (EC) and diethylene carbonate (DEC). The electrochemical behaviours of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ anodes were investigated by CV, discharge–charge, and EIS measurements. The CV analysis was performed at different scan rates (0.1–5 mV s$^{-1}$) in a potential window range
between 0.005 and 3.0 V (vs. Li/Li⁺). The fabricated cells were discharged–charged at different current densities (0.1 and 5 A g⁻¹). The EIS was conducted to help understand the charge–transfer kinetics in a frequency range between 1 and 10 kHz.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. It reports the scan rate–dependent CV curves at different scan rates, the log (i) vs. log (ν) plots for the b–value estimation and relative capacitive and diffusive contribution ratio analysis for all the fabricated CuCo₂O₄ anodes, performed using Eq. (6). It also includes the interface and surface capacitive contribution, at 0.1 and 5.0 mV s⁻¹, for the CCOᵢ, CCOᵢG, and CCOᵢG anodes.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the specific capacity of CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (CCO) LIB anodes measured in the present work and in previous studies (PCC: porous carbon–coated; NS: nanosheets; FNC: FeO nanowires–connected; C–NF: carbon composite nanofiber; G: graphene; PHS: porous hollow sphere; PMFs: porous microflowers; MP: mesoporous).
Figure 2. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD), (b) Raman spectra, and (c) energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) histogram of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films synthesized via a hydrothermal procedure under the influence of solvents, namely, deionized water (DIW), ethanol (E), ethylene glycol (EG), and glycerol (G). The evident similarities among them revealed that the underlying
crystallinity, structural phase, and chemical compositions of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films were not affected by the solvent variation.
Figure 3. (a) Full–range X–ray photoelectron survey, (b) Co 2p, (c) Cu 2p, and (d) O1s of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ films prepared by various solvents. The single–element spectra were deconvoluted by the Gaussian curve fitting model (Sat.: satellite peak).

Figure 4. (a) Field–emission scanning electrom microscopy images of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (CCO) films, synthesized with various solvents (DIW: deionized water; E: ethanol; EG: ethylene
glycol; G: glycerol), showing different morphologies: (a) mesoporous nanosheet morphology for CCO_{DIW}, (b) cubic morphology for CCO_{E}, (c) granular morphology for CCO_{EG}, and (d) agglomerated embossing morphology for CCO_{G}. An enlarged view of each image is shown in the inset.

**Figure 5.** (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the CuCo_{2}O_{4} (CCO) film synthesized with deionized water (DIW) as solvent (CCO_{DIW}). The inset shows a field–emission scanning electrom microscopy (FE–SEM) image of the nanosheets; the nanopores on their surface are clearly visible and correspond to the white spots in the TEM image. (b) High–
resolution TEM image of the CCO\textsubscript{DIW} film and an enlarged view (yellow box) showing the visible lattice fringe pattern that corresponds to the d\textsubscript{311} lattice plane of CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}. (c) Selected-area electron diffraction image; the \{400\}, \{220\}, and \{111\} reflections arose from the polycrystalline nature of the CCO\textsubscript{DIW} nanosheets. (d) Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)–scanning TEM (STEM) image with a line scan chemical mapping (right side image) of the CCO\textsubscript{DIW} nanosheets. EDS–STEM chemical mapping of the CCO\textsubscript{DIW} nanosheets: (e) EDS–STEM electron image and (f) Co, (g) Cu, and (h) O distribution.
Figure 6. (a) N\textsubscript{2} adsorption and desorption isotherm curves, (b) Brunauer–Emmett–Teller specific surface area plots and (c) pore diameter distribution of the CuCo\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} (CCO) samples, synthesised with various solvents (DIW: deionized water; E: ethanol; EG: ethylene glycol; G: glycerol).
Figure 7. (a) Initial five cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycle curves, at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s$^{-1}$, of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (CCO) anodes synthesized with (a) deionized water (DIW), (b) ethanol (E), (c) ethylene glycol (EG), and (d) glycerol (G).
Figure 8. (a) Initial discharge–charge curves, at a current density of 0.1 A g$^{-1}$, of the CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (CCO) anodes synthesized with (a) deionized water (DIW), (b) ethanol (E), (c) ethylene glycol (EG), and (d) glycerol (G).
Figure 9. (a) Current density–dependent specific capacity, i.e., restoration capability, from 0.1 to 5.0 A g$^{-1}$ for CuCo$_2$O$_4$ (CCO) anodes synthesized with deionized water (DIW), ethanol (E), ethylene glycol (EG), and glycerol (G) (open and filled symbols represents the discharge and charge capacities for all the anodes except the CCO$_{DIW}$ one, filled sphere represents discharge
and open sphere stands for charge capacity). (b) 250 discharge–charge cycle stability and coulombic efficiency at 1.0 A g\(^{-1}\) for the various anodes. (c) Cycle stability of the mesoporous CCO\(_{\text{DIW}}\) nanosheet anode at different current densities.

**Figure 10.** (a) \(b\)-values (slope of the log\((i)\) vs. log\((v)\) plots, where \(i\) is the current response) as a function of the cyclic voltammetry (CV) potential for cathodic sweeps and (b) the corresponding scan–rate dependent relative capacitive and diffusive capacity contribution for CuCo\(_2\)O\(_4\) (CCO) anodes. CV response for the mesoporous nanosheet anode, synthesised with
deionised water (CCO$_{\text{DIW}}$), at (c) 0.1 and (d) 5 mV s$^{-1}$; the black spheres (total current) represents experimental values, while the interface and surface capacitive contribution currents (shaded regions) were determined from the data in Figure S3 (Supplementary Information).

**Figure 11.** (a) Nyquist plots along with an equivalent fitted circuit; the fitted curves overlapped
the experimental results and semicircle nature of the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy curves is highlighted in (b). (c) Brunauer–Emmett–Teller specific surface area (\(a_{\text{BET}}\), A), charge transfer resistance (\(R_{\text{ct}}\), B), and specific capacity (C) as a function of the solvent viscosity for the CuCo\(_2\)O\(_4\) (CCO) anode synthesized with deionized water (DIW), ethanol (E), ethylene glycol (EG), and glycerol (G).

**Figure 12.** Schematic of the experimental procedure for the CuCo\(_2\)O\(_4\) shape control via a mild hydrothermal technique. (a) Pre–cleaned Ni foam substrate with a smooth surface. (b) Heating and successively annealing of the pre–cleaned Ni foam and Cu/Co ions mixture solution in a Teflon–lined stainless steel autoclave. Morphological evolution associated with the different
solvents used for the hydrothermal synthesis: (c) mesoporous nanosheets (DI: deionized), (d) cubic structure, (e) compact granular, and (f) agglomerated spherical morphology. Each solvent had a different viscosity that varied with the reaction rate, resulting in different growth mechanism.